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“This is Fine” 
Graphite, Colored Pencil
“Other” 
Collage Cut Paper, Graphite, Colored 
Pencil, Paint
“I Have a Hard Time Looking at Faces”
 
Graphite, Colored Pencil
“I’ve Been Smoldering For Years”
 
Graphite, Colored Pencil
“As Much as I Couldn’t, You Would”
 










Graphite, Colored Pencil, Gouache
“It’s Okay” 
Graphite, Colored Pencil
“It’s Difficult When It’s Like This” 
Watercolor, Colored Pencil
Ink, Gouache
“It’s Like This” 
Graphite, Colored Pencil
Gouache Paint
“If This Then That” 
Watercolor, Ink
“Reaching Out” 
Collage Cut Paper, Ink, 
Colored Pencil, Watercolor, Graphite
“You Were Vast, I Was Small” 
Watercolor, Colored Pencil
